This is how Missouri's new football coach, Frank Broyles, is seen by his players during the game. On the bench with his players, he is prey to the Autumnal Agony that grips coaches the country over. The symptoms: extreme tension, a caged lion movement, and a thousand deaths, all occurring on a Saturday afternoon.
These pictures were taken during the Arizona game, with the Tigers ahead throughout, but Coach Broyles could not shake off his look of frantic desperation. Here, with a dramatic gesture, he appears to be delivering a fervent plea, but is probably calling for a replacement. Below, workhorse Fullback Hank Kuhlmann comes to the sidelines for a rest, and is greeted by his coach—who keeps his eye on the action. At right below, he sits with Quarterback Phil Snowden and is relatively relaxed—being content to rub the back of his head, in contrast to his usual nervous prowling of the sidelines during the battle. Off the field, the auburn-haired mentor is soft-spoken and easy-going. In organizing his staff for his new job at Missouri, Broyles retained three assistants and imported three others. He places heavy reliance on his assistant coaches.

Broyles, a star quarterback at Georgia Tech where he later served as assistant coach, confers closely with his signal callers on last minute instructions but largely he leaves field generalship up to them; the kids call their own game. Broyles' coaching features emphasis on the defensive game, the belly series, the quick kick.